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No and not are never used in the same sentence.Jun 3, 2015 . Are those sentences starting
with NO legitimate? negation. No, this form is not acceptable adult English.. Sign up using Email
and Password . Sep 14, 2009 . No one, meaning no person, is spelt with two words.. Sentence
first says:. So, the rule of using “their” in reference to an indefinite pronoun . Mar 7, 2013 .
Rewrite the following sentences using no sooner than. Example. As soon as I got up from bed, I
took a bath. No sooner had I gotten up from bed . No and not are the two most common words we
use to indicate negation.. Add the power of Cambridge Dictionary to your website using our free
search box . Topicalization means that you are using the object of the sentence as the topic and
introducing it using a "yes/no question expression" (raised eye brows and . Usually, "nor"
follows "neither" in the same sentence, as in, "neither A nor B.". Note that "neither" is only used
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took a bath. No sooner had I gotten up from bed . No and not are the two most common words we
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